Changes in voice-onset time in speakers with cochlear implants
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Voice-onset time (VOT) and syllable duration were measured for the English plosives in /Cd/ (C=consonant) context spoken by four postlingually deafened recipients of multichannel (Ineraid) cochlear implants. Recordings were made of their speech before, and at intervals following, activation of the speech processors of their implants. Three patients reduced mean syllable duration following activation. Using measures of VOT and syllable duration from speakers with normal hearing [Volaitis and Miller, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 92, 723–735 (1992)] and from the subjects of this study, VOT is shown to vary approximately linearly with syllable duration over the ranges produced here. Therefore, the VOT of each token was adjusted for the change in syllable duration of that token relative to the mean syllable duration in the first baseline session. This variable, labeled VOTc, was used to evaluate the effects on voicing of the speakers’ renewed access to the voicing contrast provided by their implants. Preimplant, all four speakers characteristically uttered voiced plosives with too-short VOT, compared to the measures for hearing speakers. Voiceless plosive mean VOT was also abnormally short for two of the speakers, and close to normal for the remaining two. With some hearing restored, subjects made relatively few errors with respect to voicing when identifying plosives in listening tests, and three of the four speakers lengthened VOTc. The findings are interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that speakers use their hearing to calibrate mechanisms of speech production by monitoring the relations between their articulations and their acoustic output.

PACS numbers: 43.70.Dn, 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Fq, 43.71.Ky

INTRODUCTION

In order to clarify the role of hearing in speech production, we have been examining the physiological and acoustic properties of the speech of deafened adults before and after they recover some hearing with a cochlear implant (Lane et al., 1991; Perkell et al., 1992; Svirsky et al., 1992). When speakers who became profoundly, bilaterally, and sensorineurally deaf as adults present anomalous speech patterns, these can likely be attributed to the interruption of their ability to hear themselves and others. If their hearing is then partially restored and their anomalous speech patterns shift toward normal, the implication is that hearing has a role in regulating those speech parameters.

Voice onset time (VOT) must rank high among the segmental properties of speech that invite this kind of investigation. VOT is written as a variable that controls the duration of a vowel in relation to the interval between glottal openings. VOT is a speech time measure and is the measure most widely used by clinicians in speech therapy. In order to clarify the role of hearing in speech production, we have been examining the physiological and acoustic properties of the speech of deafened adults before and after they recover some hearing with a cochlear implant (Lane et al., 1991; Perkell et al., 1992; Svirsky et al., 1992). When speakers who became profoundly, bilaterally, and sensorineurally deaf as adults present anomalous speech patterns, these can likely be attributed to the interruption of their ability to hear themselves and others. If their hearing is then partially restored and their anomalous speech patterns shift toward normal, the implication is that hearing has a role in regulating those speech parameters. VOT is written as a variable that controls the duration of a vowel in relation to the interval between glottal openings. VOT is a speech time measure and is the measure most widely used by clinicians in speech therapy.

Voice onset time (VOT) must rank high among the segmental properties of speech that invite this kind of investigation. VOT is written as a variable that controls the duration of a vowel in relation to the interval between glottal openings. VOT is a speech time measure and is the measure most widely used by clinicians in speech therapy.
voicing opposition. The study asks, next: Does VOT change as a result of the restoration of some hearing, and between our subjects and speakers with normal hearing. This study asks, first: Do late-deafened speakers with prolonged profound deafness present anomalies in VOT of voiced and voiceless plosives? A finding of peculiarly short VOTs among the voiceless plosives or peculiarly long VOTs among the voiced would be consistent with Cowie and Douglas-Cowie's report of frequent phonemic substitutions of voiced and voiceless plosives in this population of speakers, and it would support indirectly the hypothesis that hearing normally plays a role in maintaining the voicing opposition. The study asks, next: Does VOT change systematically with the activation of the cochlear implant processor and, if so, does it change in the direction of values obtained from speakers with normal hearing? Further: Is there evidence that speakers who change values of VOT toward normal after processor activation also discriminate the voicing feature using their implants? If the VOT change is toward values obtained from hearing speakers, and if the implant users discriminate voicing reliably, there is further support for the hypothesis that one of the roles of hearing in normal speech production is to regulate the voicing contrast.

Although such findings would support the hypothesis of a role for hearing in regulating this speech parameter, there are potentially confounding factors that can infringe this support and must therefore be evaluated. Activation of the cochlear implant processor is commonly associated with numerous changes in speech, among them global changes in rate, sound pressure, and fundamental frequency (which we refer to as "postural changes;" see Perkell et al., 1992). When such changes accompany changes in VOT and its discrimination, it is possible that they are responsible for the change in VOT—either solely, or in conjunction with the speaker's newfound ability to discriminate voicing.

I. METHODS

Adult users of cochlear implants are a heterogeneous group with respect to the parameter values of speech. Like hearing speakers of English, they differ in gender, in dialect, and in personal speaking style. In addition, they differ in age at first substantial hearing loss, use of hearing aids, age at deafening, duration of prolonged profound deafness, and adaptation of their speech to these events. Moreover, each implant user had his/her own particular pattern of cochlear damage, implant electrode depth, processor tuning, and ability to interpret stimuli from the processor. Consequently this study employs a single-subject longitudinal experimental design, replicated with four different subjects. Findings are discussed separately and statistical tests conducted separately for each subject. Although the implant users in this study differ in many of the ways mentioned, it turns out that they respond similarly in some respects to prolonged deafness and the restoration of some hearing.

A. Implant characteristics, subjects

The Ineraid cochlear implant (Richards Medical Co.) consists of an implanted electrode array, a percutaneous pedestal and connector, and an external sound processor (for a detailed description see: Eddington, 1983; Youngblood and Robinson, 1988). The sound processor has overlapping bandpass filters with crossover frequencies of approximately 0.7, 1.4, and 2.3 kHz. The electrodes, initially spaced 4 mm apart, were successfully positioned in all subjects by insertion into the scala tympani through the round window, with the first placed most apically, some 22 mm from the round window.

Table I presents information concerning the subjects. One of the three subjects were females. Subject FA had a congenital monaural impairment and wore a hearing aid until she became profoundly deaf at age 33. Subject FB had normal hearing until age 21 and bilateral progressive hearing loss, partially corrected with hearing aids, until age 40, when she became profoundly deaf. Subject FC had a severe bilateral hearing loss since early childhood and wore hearing aids until age 47, when she stopped using them. The male subject, MC, had a progressive bilateral hearing loss beginning at age 10 and wore a hearing aid from that time until approximately six months after the activation of the speech processor of his cochlear implant. Consistent with reports that link age at hearing loss to intelligibility in adulthood (Cowie and Douglas-Cowie, 1983), we noted informally that the speech of our subjects was quite intelligible; a formal evaluation has not been conducted, however.

B. Auditory tests

The four subjects had pure tone average losses greater than 102 dB in each ear prior to implant. Two tests from the MAC Battery (Owens et al., 1985), presented aurally prior to implant surgery, were used to assess unaided word recognition. Stimuli were delivered at high speech levels through a speech audiometer with audiometric headphones. The four-choice Spondee test of word recognition was administered to FA unaided, and to FB and MC aided; they scored 35%, 35%, and 40% correct, respectively. FC was tested unaided using the NU-6 open set test and scored 0% and 2% correct.
on two administrations. Following activation of their implant processors, all subjects performed above chance on the NU-6 test; their final scores and the number of weeks that had elapsed between the activation of the implant processor and the test administration are shown in the last two rows of Table I. All four patients have continued to use their prostheses regularly.

An index of the speakers' abilities to discriminate plosive voicing using their implants was available from a test of consonant identification administered (for other purposes) at intervals following processor activation (for details, see Rabinowitz et al., 1992). Briefly, each of twelve syllables (six plosives, four fricatives, and two nasals, followed by the vowel /a/) was uttered three times by one male speaker, digitized at a 10-kHz sampling rate, and presented over a loudspeaker in blocks of 72 trials in quasirandom sequences. There were between 18 and 36 presentations of each plosive.

C. Speech elicitation

Two baseline recordings of speech production were obtained from each subject before activating the speech processor of the subject's cochlear implant; the recordings were separated by intervals of 10, 1, and 1 weeks, and 1 day, respectively, for FA, FB, FC, and MC. Some preactivation recordings were made before the implant surgery and others following it. Post-activation recordings were made at intervals of approximately 0, 4, 12, 26, 52, and 104 weeks after the speech processor of the implant was turned on; in addition, subject FA was recorded at 141, 210, and 260 weeks. The subjects did not receive explicit auditory training or speech therapy during the course of this research, with one exception: FC began speech therapy one month prior to the final recording session at 104 weeks.

The speech material consisted of the six English plosives spoken in the carrier phrase "It's a/Cad/ again." These utterances were arranged in a quasirandom sequence read three times; other speech material was recited for approximately 20 min between each reading.

D. Recording, calibration, signal processing, data analysis

The subject was seated in a comfortable chair in a sound-attenuating room. A small electret microphone was placed at a fixed distance of 20 cm. in front of the subject's lips by attaching it to a flexible arm affixed to the back of the chair. The utterance materials were projected on a screen located several feet in front of the subject. The microphone signal was amplified, recorded and later low-pass filtered at 5 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz. Digitization, signal processing, and interactive data extraction were performed with procedures written in the MITSYN languages (Henke, 1989; Perkell et al., 1991) running on a Digital Equipment Corporation engineering workstation. Working with a display of the digitized speech signal of each utterance, an experimenter placed markers at the onset of the plosive release burst (t1), at the first zero crossing before the onset of periodicity in the waveform (t2), and at the last zero crossing of the last periodic pulse of the vowel (t3). VOT was computed as the interval between the first two time markers, and syllable duration as the interval between the first and the third time markers.

A correction was added to each token's VOT to offset the effect of changes in syllable duration (see Sec. II). The corrected VOTs were entered in a three-way (weeks×voicing ×place) repeated-measures ANOVA for each subject; each cell contained VOTs arising from three repetitions of the /Cad/ syllable. t-tests for matched pairs contrasted corrected VOT in the two preactivation sessions pooled (called baseline sessions) with the last two post-activation sessions pooled (called final sessions).

II. RESULTS

A. Relation between syllable duration and VOT

Figure 1 shows the relation of VOT to syllable duration. Each panel shows the relation for one speaker between the VOTs produced and the durations of the syllables in which they occurred. Measures were obtained from three hearing speakers (Volaitis and Miller, 1992) in squares and from postlingually deafened adults before (open circles) and after (filled circles) activation of their implant processors. Mean VOT for voiced (solid lines) and voiceless (dotted lines) plosives are plotted separately as a function of syllable duration in 25-ms class intervals. Vertical bars represent one standard error of the mean (in some cases, the bars are obscured by the symbol for the mean). Each mean for the hearing speakers is based on between 6 and 98 observations; each mean for the deafened speakers between 3 and 13 observations.

FIG. 1. The relation of VOT to syllable duration. Each panel shows the relation for one speaker between the VOTs produced and the durations of the syllables in which they occurred. Measures were obtained from three hearing speakers (Volaitis and Miller, 1992) in squares and from postlingually deafened adults before (open circles) and after (filled circles) activation of their implant processors. Mean VOT for voiced (solid lines) and voiceless (dotted lines) plosives are plotted separately as a function of syllable duration in 25-ms class intervals. Vertical bars represent one standard error of the mean (in some cases, the bars are obscured by the symbol for the mean). Each mean for the hearing speakers is based on between 6 and 98 observations; each mean for the deafened speakers between 3 and 13 observations.
the present study obtained in baseline (open circles) and final sessions (filled). (Data points based on $N=2$ or less are not plotted.)

Figure 1 shows that mean VOT varies with syllable duration—in speakers with normal hearing (squares) as well as in our deafened speakers both before (open circles) and after (filled circles) activation of their implant processors. With two exceptions, straight lines fit to the plots with the method of least squares have positive slopes; the exceptions correspond to FA’s voiced plosives pre-activation and MC’s voiced plosives post-activation; the slope in both these exceptions is negative and shallow, $-0.04$. The measures obtained with normally hearing subjects are well fit by straight lines with $r^{24}=0.78$ for the voiced plosives and $r^{24}=0.93$ for the voiceless. A linear relation also appears to hold generally for our deafened speakers. Of the 16 plots of VOT versus syllable duration that in principle could be tested for linearity (2 conditions of voicing $\times$ 2 processor states $\times$ 4 speakers), the small ranges of syllable durations in this study precluded tests of linearity in seven cases; the median correlation coefficient in the remaining nine was $r=0.91$. The VOTs of voiceless tokens show a much larger effect of syllable duration than do those of the voiced tokens and this may reflect different underlying mechanisms in the production of VOT.

It will be observed that one effect of processor activation in the present study was to reduce syllable durations uttered by three of the four speakers (FA, FB, and FC); that is, filled circles frequently lie to the left of corresponding open circles in Fig. 1. The average reduction in syllable duration for the four speakers combined was 10.5%. All speakers significantly changed syllable durations over weeks (FA: $F^{10,20}=4.8$, $p<0.01$; FB: $F^{7,14}=28.5$, $p<0.01$; FC: $F^{7,14}=9.2$, $p<0.01$; MC: $F^{7,14}=3.5$, $p<0.01$) and all uttered longer syllables on the average when the syllables began with a voiceless as opposed to a voiced plosive (FA: $F^{1,2}=244$, $p<0.01$; FB: $F^{1,2}=374$, $p<0.01$; FC: $F^{1,2}=14,400$, $p<0.01$; MC: $F^{1,2}=301$, $p<0.01$).

Since syllable durations become shorter with activation of the cochlear implant, measures of VOT following processor activation potentially confound effects of two distinct factors: a general “postural” change in speaking rate and a selective change in implementing the voicing contrast. For example, because of the link between VOT and syllable duration, the observed drop in syllable duration following processor activation could reduce or cancel an increase in VOT caused by the speaker’s newfound ability to hear the voicing contrast.

In light of these findings, VOTs were corrected for changes in syllable duration as follows. The mean syllable durations of voiced and of voiceless tokens in the first baseline session were computed separately for each speaker. Then, for each of a speaker’s voiced and voiceless tokens in all the other sessions, the appropriate mean from the first baseline session (voiced or voiceless) was subtracted from the syllable duration of the token to obtain its change in duration from baseline (generally, a reduction). The change in VOT associated with this change in syllable duration was obtained from the Volaitis and Miller data in Fig. 1, multiplying the syllable duration by the appropriate slope constant, 0.021 for voiced tokens and 0.132 for voiceless tokens. (These are the slopes of the straight lines fit by the method of least squares to the functions relating VOT to syllable duration.) Finally, this change in VOT (generally, a decrease) was subtracted from the VOT of the token, to obtain (generally a higher) VOTc. VOTc was adopted as the dependent variable for examining the effects of activation of the cochlear implant on implementing the voicing contrast. Changes in VOTc following processor activation should be attributable largely to factors other than speaking rate.

**B. Effects of processor activation on voicing**

The effects of processor use on VOT are shown in Figs. 2 (for FA and FB) and 3 (for FC and MC). Mean VOTc (diamonds) and VOT (circles) are plotted as a function of weeks since processor activation (vertical line). Each point is the mean of nine determinations, three at each of three places of articulation. Vertical bars represent one standard error of the mean. The upper panels plot results for the voiceless plosives, the lower for the voiced, with a difference in scale: The upper VOT range is 80 ms, the lower 25 ms. The squares show values derived from data obtained from speakers with normal hearing by Volaitis and Miller (1992).
Waldstein's results are 16 and 92 ms, respectively. (Syllable durations were not reported in the latter study, so an exact comparison between the Volaitis and Miller data shown in Fig. 1 cannot be made here).

Three of four deafened speakers changed mean VOTc reliably over time following activation of their implant processors (FA: \( F[10,20] = 11.1, p < 0.01 \); FB: \( F[7,14] = 2.4, p = 0.07 \); FC: \( F[7,14] = 5.5, p < 0.01 \); MC: \( F[7,14] = 6.7, p < 0.01 \)). The F ratio for speaker FB is not significant. Mean values of VOTc differed reliably depending on voicing (FA: \( F[1,2] = 790, p < 0.01 \); FB: \( F[1,2] = 1453, p < 0.01 \); FC: \( F[1,2] = 2578, p < 0.01 \); MC: \( F[1,2] = 2252, p < 0.01 \)). Voiceless plosives have longer VOTc. The difference between voiceless and voiced tokens in VOTc did not remain constant: There were significant interactions between voicing and weeks for FA and FC (FA: \( F[10,20] = 4.9, p < 0.01 \); FC: \( F[7,14] = 4.2, p < 0.05 \)). (Place of articulation is discussed below.)

FA had quite short VOTc in both voiced and voiceless plosives pre-implant. Her plosives had roughly half the VOT of the group of hearing speakers. Following activation, both voiced and voiceless VOTc increased. After approximately 2 years of processor use, however, FA's voiceless VOTc fell some 15 ms. Whereas the difference between voiced and voiceless mean VOTc had risen from about 40 ms preactivation to 60 ms within a year, it then fell 15 ms and remained at this level of voicing contrast for another three years. Her average VOTc in the final sessions was significantly higher than in the baseline sessions (for both the voiced plosives and the voiceless \( t[17] = 6.0, p < 0.01 \); \( t[17] = 4.3, p < 0.01 \)). All three places of articulation (pooling over voicing) participated in the increase in VOTc for FA (\( t[11] = 4.4, p < 0.01 \); \( t[10] = 3.4, p < 0.01 \); \( t[11] = 4.4, p < 0.01 \)) for bilabial, alveolar and velar plosives, respectively.

FB, like FA, had low values of VOTc for voiced plosives prior to the restoration of some hearing with the cochlear implant; her voiceless plosive means, however, were somewhat higher than the values for hearing speakers. Following processor activation, only voiced VOTc rose reliably (\( t[17] = 4.2, p < 0.01 \)); voiceless VOTc fluctuated around a central value of 100 ms, well above values from hearing speakers. With voiced VOTc below and voiceless VOTc above normative values throughout the experiment, this speaker's implementation of the voicing contrast remains exaggerated at some 90 ms. Among the three places of articulation (pooling over voicing), only FB's alveolar plosives showed a reliable change in VOTc (\( t[11] = 2.35, p < 0.05 \)).

Before activation of her implant speech processor, FC, like FB, uttered voiceless plosives with mean VOTc not far from those of speakers with normal hearing; the same is true of her voiced plosives. In her first session post-activation, recorded two days after the speech processor of her implant was turned on, VOTc increased about 5 ms. By the next session, five weeks later, voiced and voiceless VOTc fell slightly; however, voiceless VOTc climbed from the fifth to the tenth recording, terminating at a significantly higher level than pre-implant (\( t[17] = 2.2, p < 0.05 \)); there is no reliable change in voiced VOTc. With voiceless VOTc increasing and voiced VOTc showing no net change, the separation of the two increased roughly 10 ms from baseline to final session (\( t[17] = 3.4, p = 0.01 \)). Among the three places of articulation (pooling over voicing), only bilabial plosives increased VOTc reliably from baseline to final sessions (\( t[11] = 2.7, p < 0.05 \)). Subject MC showed no significant change in mean VOTc with processor activation and maintained voiced and voiceless VOTc well short of the measures from speakers with normal hearing. Approximately 60 ms generally separated VOTc means for his voiced and voiceless plosives; this was roughly the separation in the hearing group. MC differentiated voicing using VOTc to a degree intermediate between FA (40 ms in final 11 sessions) and the other two deaf speakers (90 ms). For MC, one of the three places of articulation yielded reliable changes in VOTc.3

C. Effect of processor activation on place differences in VOT

The variation in VOTc over the three places of articulation (pooling voiced and voiceless tokens) was statistically significant for all four speakers (FA: \( F[2,4] = 24.6, p < 0.01 \); FB: \( F[2,4] = 55.4, p < 0.01 \); FC: \( F[2,4] = 10.5, p < 0.05 \); MC: \( F[2,4] = 97.2, p < 0.01 \)) but small; an average of 6 ms separated adjacent places. These separations did not change sig-

---

FIG. 3. The effects of processor use on VOT for speakers FC and MC. Legend as in Fig. 2.
nificantly for any subject from pre- to post-activation of the implant processor; the results are therefore not plotted. Apparent departures from the normative ordering of VOTc with place (front-mid-back) were observed with FA (both voiced and voiceless pre-activation, voiceless post), FC (voiceless pre and post), and MC (voiceless pre and post); the small differences in VOTc among adjacent places of articulation combined with the small sample sizes precludes any conclusion about these orderings. Of the 16 orderings measured (2 sessions \times 2 values of voicing \times 4 speakers) 11 were in the normative order in the baseline sessions and nine were in that order in the final sessions.

D. Speech reception tests

Table II presents the errors of voicing and of place in the subjects’ plosive identifications. FA made 68% voicing errors (corrected for guessing) in a listening test administered soon after the speech processor of her implant was activated. Her error rate fell over subsequent months, and in the most recent administrations (at 140 and 144 weeks post-activation) she averaged 26% voicing errors. There is no discernible trend in this speaker’s place errors, which remain high. FB seldom made voicing errors in identification, remaining at about 8% over a year post-activation. Her place errors fell by more than half to the low level of her voicing errors—6%—over this period. FC likewise makes few voicing errors; 1 year post-activation, the rate was at an all time low of 2%. Her place errors also appear to have fallen but remain high at 34%. Subject MC received the test only once, a little over a year post-activation. Like FB and FC, he made few voicing errors; his place errors were much more numerous, as observed with FA and FC.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of processor activation on the voicing contrast

Before activation of their implant processors, all four speakers had VOTc averages in syllable-initial plosives that were shorter than normal or close to normal. In addition, implant user FA displayed less than normal difference in average VOTc of voiced and voiceless cognates pre-activation. Waldstein (1989, 1990) found related results with seven postlingually deafened adults. All but one of her speakers uttered voiceless plosives with shorter than normal VOT and showed less than normal differences in VOT between voiced and voiceless cognates. The one exception was a speaker deafened at age 40 whose productions were within the range of a group of speakers with normal hearing also tested. The speakers in Waldstein’s study showing the most disturbance of the voicing contrast were the two deafened before their teens. Since, as we have seen, prolonged profound deafness causes speakers to speak more slowly and VOT is accordingly lengthened, Waldstein’s speakers’ undershoot of normative values would probably be even more marked if a correction were applied to her VOT measurements to offset the component due to her speakers’ low rates of speech.

Similarly, the teenage patient of Tartter et al. (1989) had abnormally long syllable durations that shortened (monosyllables and spondees) after the activation of her implant speech processor. VOT measured without correction for the change in rate was reported not to have changed post-activation; however, VOTc may have changed. This patient’s production of another cue associated with the voicing feature, the starting frequency of the first-formant transition, did change significantly between pre-implant baseline and 1-year post-activation of her speech processor. Economou et al. (1992) also found no systematic change in VOT in a child deafened at age 6, implanted with a single-channel device at age 7, and reimplanted with the Nucleus-22 prosthesis at age 10 (although voiced stops did shorten VOT significantly in one of the recording sessions).

Three of the four speakers in the present study increased VOTc significantly following activation of their implant processors. Information about the speakers’ abilities to discriminate voicing with their implants (Table II) obviously speaks directly to the issue of the sources of their VOTc changes shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In the three years following activation of her speech processor, FA showed some improvement in her ability to correctly identify the voicing of plosives; her error rate at the last testing (correcting for guessing) was 34%. The other speakers infrequently confused voiced and voiceless plosives by ear at any time during the course of the study; their mean error rates averaged about 10% in repeated testing at variable intervals. Rabinowitz et al. (1992) reviewed a body of literature showing that temporal “envelope” cues are more readily available to implant users than spectral cues. The amplitude envelope for a voiceless stop has a prominent peak at the release burst and a long interval with low amplitude before vowel onset; that for the voiced stop has a less prominent peak and a shorter interval. Consistent with the hypothesis

| Table II. Percent plosive identification errors (corrected for guessing post-activation) in assigned voicing or place. Each of four implanted subjects was tested at the number of weeks shown postactivation of her (his) speech processor. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| FA | FB | FC | MC |
| **Week** | **Voice** | **Place** | **Voice** | **Place** | **Voice** | **Place** | **Voice** | **Place** |
| 9 | 68 | 54 | 28 | 6 | 24 | 8 | 12 | 66 | 61 | 10 | 57 |
| 88 | 54 | 21 | 61 | 8 | 19 | 16 | 14 | 64 | 20 | 14 | 54 |
| 140 | 18 | 49 | 65 | 8 | 6 | 28 | 12 | 58 | 28 | 12 | 58 |
| 144 | 34 | 39 | 34 | 39 | 34 | 39 | 34 | 39 | 34 | 39 | 34 |
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that our patients were using temporal envelope cues in speech reception, Table II shows that, in their last test, they made 14% errors (corrected for guessing) in identifying the voicing of plosives but 34% error in identifying their place of articulation (however, FB's final error rate for place perception was quite low). All four subjects, then, presumably had access to the way in which others and they themselves contrasted voiced and voiceless segments.

Three of the speakers, FA, FB, and FC, seem to have used that access to change VOT. The upward trend in the VOTc of FA's voiced and voiceless plosives is roughly concurrent with an increasing trend in her discrimination of voicing. Likewise, the increase in mean VOTc of FB's voiced plosives is concurrent with her newly recovered ability to discriminate plosive voicing. Her voiceless VOTc does not increase, presumably because it is already somewhat above normal. Under the same conditions, however, FC's voiceless plosives do show increased VOTc.

Despite this evidence indicating an effect of processor activation on VOTc, activation did not inevitably lead to normalization of previously abnormal VOTc. FA improved on the listening test in the weeks following processor activation, but her final rate of voicing errors in identification was the highest of the four subjects and she also seems to have stabilized voiceless VOTc in final sessions at values well below normal. Speaker FC's voiceless VOTc was somewhat shorter than normal pre-implant and remained so post-activation; it was, however, not as short as the means obtained from FA and FB, which did increase. Finally, although MC accurately perceived voicing using his cochlear implant, voiced and voiceless VOTc remained reduced in his speech after nearly three years of implant use. Thus the increases in VOTc in three of the four speakers following implant use are concurrent with evidence that these speakers can discriminate voicing aurally using their implants; however, reasonably accurate perception of plosive voicing did not always yield accurate production.

B. Effect of processor activation on place differences in VOT

Several studies have found that speakers with normal hearing increase VOT from bilabial to alveolar and from alveolar to velar places of articulation, for both voiced and voiceless English plosives. A study by Ohde (1984) found a significant effect of place of articulation on VOT, which rose systematically for the voiced plosives and from labial to alveolar for the voiceless; however, alveolar and velar voiceless plosives were similar. The average change in VOT due to place was approximately 8 ms obtained from five hearing speakers reading CVC syllables embedded in a carrier phrase. Waldstein (1990) found a similar pattern of results with a mean place difference of 5 ms obtained from seven hearing speakers reading monosyllabic English words (however, there were numerous tokens with prevoicing). Voltiatis and Miller (1992) obtained VOT differences between adjacent places of articulation averaging approximately 15 ms (this value was interpolated at a mean syllable duration of 350 ms, the average syllable duration of our four speakers in their final sessions); they had three speakers uttering runs of six /Ci/ syllables at eight rates. Speakers in the present study frequently failed to differentiate plosive VOTc with respect to place of articulation both before and after processor activation. However, their mean VOTc difference between adjacent places of articulation was 6 ms overall, as reported above, and 8 ms in their final sessions. A strict comparison with the preceding studies is not appropriate since they used different elicitation materials and tasks and report measures of VOT not adjusted for speaking rate. Nevertheless, it appears that the place effect is to be found in the speech of implant users.

Kluender (1991) has suggested that this effect is the result of articulatory constraints, likely being related to inertial constraints upon the articulators involved (p. 84). To the extent that place differences in VOT are determined solely by the articulators involved, one would expect our implanted speakers to have differentiated place in the way that hearing speakers do, since presumably they use the same articulators in producing each of the plosives that speakers with normal hearing do. On the other hand, to the extent that place differences in VOT are determined by the way in which articulators are controlled to release the constriction, our speakers’ anomalous place differences in VOT, where they occur, may reflect idiosyncratic ways, acquired during prolonged deafness, of articulating each of the plosives.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Returning to the questions posed at the outset of this study, we find that all four of our deafened speakers presented some anomaly in the production of VOT in syllable-initial plosives. This outcome supports the hypothesis that hearing normally plays a role in maintaining the implementation of the voicing opposition.

With activation of their implant processors, three of four patients changed VOTc means in the direction of values obtained from speakers who had normal hearing. These patients also discriminated the voicing feature using their implants, supporting the hypothesis that one of the roles of hearing in normal speech production is to regulate the voicing contrast.

In a discussion of the effects on speech parameters of prolonged deafness and of the reintroduction of some hearing with cochlear implants, Perkell et al. (1992) present the hypothesis that hearing does not regulate speech production moment-to-moment. Instead: “(1) Self-hearing helps to calibrate production mechanisms by monitoring relations between the speaker’s own articulations and his/her acoustic output. This calibration is performed in the face of numerous perturbations, ranging from adjustments in the speaker’s body posture to changing listener demands. (2) The speaker can also validate his acoustic output by observing the behavior of his listeners and by detecting discrepancies between his own speech and theirs” (p. 2962).

Despite late-onset profound deafness of many years duration, all of our speakers maintained a distinct difference in the VOTc of their voiced and voiceless plosives before receiving their implants. This finding is consistent with the idea that they had a robust internal model of the relation between articulatory commands and the desired phonetic result, a model that continued to serve them when hearing was...
lost. Three of the four speakers increased VOTc gradually when some hearing was restored. This finding of a gradual change in VOTc is consistent with the idea that the model guiding articulation is calibrated using auditory information when it is available. However, evidence that deafened adults recalibrate articulatory models after extended processor use when reading a corpus in the laboratory does not confirm, of course, that speakers with normal hearing rely on auditory information to validate articulatory programs for speech.

Reviewing a wide range of correlated changes in vowel articulation observed in their postlingually deafened speakers after activation of their implant processors, Perkell et al. (1992) conclude that almost all the changes they observed were due to changes in the postural settings of physiological mechanisms regulating speaking rate, F0 and SPL (p. 2973); there was only modest evidence that patients used spectral information delivered by the prosthesis in changing patterns of vowel articulation. In the present study, VOT changes were found that appear to have been driven not only by a “postural” resetting of rate, but also to some extent by a fine-grain “tuning” of VOT itself. We hypothesize that this “tuning” was due to a recalibration of the mechanism controlling VOT after some self-hearing was restored. That recalibration may have been accomplished using predominantly temporal information from the speech wave.

The present findings do not reveal whether speakers were influenced by hearing the VOT separation in other people’s speech, in their own speech, or both. Further, this study cannot rule out the possibility that the change in VOT is brought about indirectly through the mediation of another speech production mechanism also affected by processor activation. The laryngeal parameters that control whether vibration occurs or not (Stevens, 1977) include the spacing between the folds, their stiffness and mass, and the pressure across the glottis. Three of the four speakers studied by Perkell et al. (1992), including FA and FB who served in the present study as well, showed increases in an indirect measure of glottal aperture following processor activation; glottal spreading delays the onset of voicing. FA and FB also markedly lowered fundamental frequency, consistent with a slackening of the vocal folds and a reduction of VOT. Investigations in progress in our laboratory that add measures of air flow and intra-oral air pressure to all of the preceding measures of plosive production in patients with implants should help to clarify whether factors other than the discrimination of VOT contributed to the changes in VOTc observed in this study.
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1To facilitate subject identification in this paper, they are called FA, FB, FC, and MC (for the three females and the male speakers, respectively). For cross reference to other publications from the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary that include data from these subjects, they are S09, S15, S23, and S19, respectively. The same scheme was used in Perkell et al. (1992), which reported on changes in vowel production in four implanted speakers including FA and FB. MA and MB from that study were not included in the present one because their deafness dated from early childhood.

2Variability and Miller (1992) report VOTs for syllabic durations varying between 150 and 500 ms. Straight lines were also fit to the subset of those durations between 250 and 500 ms—the range of syllable durations encountered in the present study. These least-squares slopes were 0.166 for voiceless tokens and 0.025 for voiced. Applying these, slightly steeper, slopes to the VOT corrections, yielded VOTc means that were, on the average, 2.1% greater for voiceless utterances and 0.3% greater for voiced utterances in block three of the present experiment. The more conservative corrections, based on the entire data set from Miller and Wabalits, were employed.

3On two occasions prior to activation of his implant processor, MC replaced the intended voiced alveolar plosive with the homologous voiced affricate. These tokens were not scored and were represented in the repeated-measures ANOVA by the mean of the other two determinations for this plosive in the same session.

4The corrected error rate equaled: (1) [percent correct–chance level]/(100 − chance level).
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